REQUEST FOR REVIEW OF PUBLICATION OR FORM

Complete Part 1 and forward to Proponent.

1. TO: (Office symbol)        FROM: (Office symbol, name, and telephone number of initiator)        SUSPENSE DATE:

PROONENT is responsible for keeping its publications and forms current, and for promptly rescinding them when no longer needed. Please review the publication (including all forms prescribed) or form shown below to ensure that it is essential to the efficient administration and operations of USACC; that it is in good taste, current, and accurate; and that it is consistent with Department of the Army policy and doctrine DA PAM 25-40 and DA PAM 25-31. Look for evidence of costly manpower consuming procedures, inaccurate references, and inadequate instructions explained or interpreted in messages or other communications. Eliminate or modify the publication or form by rescission or change if required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. PUBLICATION OR FORM NO.</th>
<th>2. DATE</th>
<th>3. TITLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. TYPE OF REVIEW (See additional instructions below)          5. PRESCRIBING DIRECTIVE (Use only when a form is being reviewed)

☑ Annual ☐ Special

6. ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS

7. DATE REVIEW INITIATED          8. TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF OFFICIAL REQUESTING REVIEW

---

(Fold under on dotted line.)

STATUS OF PUBLICATION OR FORM (Check applicable boxes.)

Proponent: Complete and return original.

2. TO: (Office symbol)        FROM: (Office symbol, name, and telephone number of project officer)        DATE:

A. PUBLICATION AND ALL PRESCRIBED FORMS (if any) ARE CURRENT AND ESSENTIAL. CHECK HERE IF THERE ARE NO PRESCRIBED FORMS.

B. PUBLICATION IS CURRENT BUT PRESCRIBED FORM(S) REQUIRE(S) REVISION

LIST FORM NUMBER(S)              DATE DRAFT WILL BE SUBMITTED

C. PUBLICATION REQUIRES CHANGE (Less than 40% changed)   REVISION (More than 40% changed)   DATE DRAFT WILL BE SUBMITTED

D. FORM IS CURRENT AND ESSENTIAL             REQUIRES REVISION   DATE DRAFT WILL BE SUBMITTED

E. PENDING REVISION, REPRINT OF PUBLICATION OR FORM IS AUTHORIZED FOR

NORMAL STOCK LEVEL            MONTHLY STOCK LEVEL (if so indicate amount)

F. UNNECESSARY AND CAN BE RESCINDED. Only directors and special staff section chiefs or their designated representatives are authorized to rescind a command publication. (NOTE: Each form prescribed in a rescinded publication is automatically rescinded unless a requirement for its use is contained in another publication. If the publication is to be rescinded, list under Remarks each form prescribed and whether it should be rescinded or prescribed for continued use by another publication. If a form is to be rescinded, indicate whether or not it is to be replaced by another form and if so, give form designation.)

REMARKS

TYPED NAME AND TITLE OF REVIEWING OFFICIAL   SIGNATURE

USACC Form 25, 15 FEB 23        PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE        V3.00